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November 6, 2020 

 

 

Mayor Donald D. Lyons 

City Council Members 

 

Dear Mayor Lyons and City Council Members:  

 

Next Meeting:  Council, 11/9/20, 7:00 PM 

 

The following report has been prepared to provide you with an update on current issues        

or projects in progress: 

 

Assistant City Manager Natalie Dean reports that we are rounding the corner and almost 

done with one of the remaining two Neighborhood Enhancement Program (NEP) projects.   

The home at 302 Main Street has received a new porch (facing New York) to replace the old 

one that had rendered their entrance useless for the past two years.   The project is not 100% 

complete but is due to be finished by next week.  The contractors will then be moving to     

420 N. Front Street to install a new front porch and front shutters on the home. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Director of Public Services Chad Tyrakowski reports DPW spent the beginning of the 

week in water operator training with Oden, and then in testing with EGLE for water S4 & S3 

Certifications.  Having been caught-up of leaf collection, this gave residents the opportunity 

to take advantage of the weather, leaving us more to collect once testing was complete.   

 

Remaining staff worked on election prep/tear-down, the postponed October disconnects,   

assisted Chamber on a plan to hang Christmas decorations, removing summer decorations 

and winterizing water at the cemetery, irrigation winterization, fertilizing, attending the 

SLAUA Board meeting, and attending a virtual tour of the Battle Creek City Works/GIS 

asset management/work-order system. 

 



Careless flushing led to pulling the pumps at Vineyard and Indian Lake, finding                             

towels at 

Vineyard, and 

underwear at 

Indian Lake.   

 

An odor 

complaint    

was also 

investigated, 

finding that a 

farmer had 

just fertilized.  

 

Clean Earth was in to assist F&V with a much needed clean-out of the backwash tanks at the 

WWTP.  Real-Pro filled burrows around the 

lagoons, with staff setting live-traps in 

hopes of reducing/preventing future 

activity.   

 

MEC removed a large limb from an alley     

near Dewey and McCleary, requiring a 

short, limited outage given both the size of 

the limb and proximity between multiple 

lines.  They also replaced the beacon bulb at 

the airport.  And, we coordinated with 

Lounsbury to provide fill-dirt and top-soil 

for the former    ICG site project.  

 

On the regulatory front, at EGLE’s request and after talking with both them and Wightman, 

our response for the WWTP findings was revised to be more specific, and resubmitted.  The 

2020 Compost Annual Report was also submitted. 

 

Airport Director Oscar Azevedo, reports the T-Hanger concrete floor was completed 

Thursday.  Asphalt is expected for taxiways and access ramps next week. Maintenance strip 

forms are in place for final cement work on Monday. Building arrival has been rescheduled 

for December 14. 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stage at Library 

Construction is progressing on the library stage project on New York Avenue. This project is 

the result of a shared effort between the City and the Dowagiac District Library to build 

venue for the summer concert series, a gathering space for festivals, and an outdoor space for 

library programming. Construction on the stage will be completed this year with the 

landscaping work to be finalized in the spring. 

    
  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Kevin Anderson, City Manager 


